Best-Dressed Backyards: Creating Perfect
Outdoor Living Environments
Northern Arizona is a fabulous place to live! It boasts amazing national landmarks such
as the Grand Canyon, Sedona’s red rocks and the world’s largest ponderosa pine forest,
and the beautiful Flagstaff location of Warner’s Nursery since 1990.
What an amazing environment of:
• Fresh clean air
• Brilliant blue skies
• Acres of pine forests
• Nestled lakes
• Miles of hiking trails
• Ancient Indian ruins
In this rugged, inspiring land, opportunities for outdoor activity and artistic creativity
abound! You can feel the spirit of the pioneer and wonder at the beauty of nature while
reflecting on the artistry of Native Americans and other locals - many of whom came for
a visit and decided to stay.
On top of Nature’s attractions and a rich colorful history, our region is blessed with a
temperate climate, perfect for outdoor living. On average, we enjoy 264 total days of
sun per year, a perfect reason to create the perfect backyard hangout for family and
friends. Birthdays, anniversaries, weddings, receptions – even business meetings can be
enjoyed in the beauty and comfort of a dressed up, outdoor living space.
At Warner’s Nursery, we create environments…and so can you!
Warner’s Nursery is committed to providing you quality plants, perfectly suited to your
outdoor living environment, for transforming your backyard from deserted space to
desert oasis, complete with a variety of decorative planters, inspired garden art and
colorful accent pieces.
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Garden Accents
Garden accents are an excellent way to express your individuality in
the backyard. Warner’s offers accent pieces designed to endure our region’s
environment such as:
• sturdy and decorative birdbaths
• statuary
• fountains
• wind chimes that dance and sing
• functional and stylish trellises and arbors
Pottery, Planters, & Containers
In creating your outdoor living space, the selection of pottery and planters should be as
unique as your personality, which is why Warner’s stocks a selection unlike any other!
Whether your design style is classic, modern, contemporary - or anything in between you’ll find a container to suit your taste and your needs, including a full line of functional
pottery available in many shapes, sizes, and colors.
Outdoor spaces are becoming fashion statements.
Dressing up the backyard is not only fun, it’s practical. Decorating with plants and
accessories is a property improvement that increases your home’s living space, provides
tranquility in an open-air environment and exercise for your creativity. What’s not to
love about better barbeques and prettier lawn parties?
Come on over and see what’s new for the “Best-Dressed” backyard this summer at
Warner’s Nursery. Find your color, style and price range, then talk with us about just the
right “jewelry” to add that little bit of bling! We’ll outfit you for the season (without
breaking your budget) and our friendly, knowledgeable staff will be happy to assist you
through the entire project.
Misti Warner-Andersen
Warner’s Store Manager
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